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Our New Normal is hopeful and optimistic, 
with increased consciousness of our impact 
on the environment and what we surround 

ourselves within our homes.

Safe Haven
Soft, serene, light 
and airy colours, 
which create a 
restorative calmness. 

Natural 
Connection
Organic inspired 
greens and grey-
greens embrace 
and connect us 
with nature.

New 
Beginnings
Submerge the senses 
with bolder contrast 
colours reflecting 
strength, resilience, 
optimism and our 
desire to reconnect.

Togetherness
Warm neutrals 
comfort and evoke a 
sense of community 
and well-being. 
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Castle Ruin

Sugar Lump

Soft, serene, light and airy colours, which  
create a restorative calmness. 

Safe Haven



Mongolian Mist

Castle Ruin

Colour Tip

Calm and serene pale 
blues combined with 
whites, off-whites and 
soft beiges create a 
haven of simplicity 

and tranquility.

SA F E  H AV E N

Soothing
R14.08

Castle Ruin
L15.10

Mongolian Mist
L10.02

Sugar Lump
L11.01

Tactile and textured surfaces and serene colours 
influenced by nature, invite us to slow down, 

meditate and find simple pleasures in the everyday.



Bare Bones

Warm neutrals comfort and evoke a sense  
of community and well-being. 

Togetherness
Colour Tip

To create a balanced 
and soothing space, 
match deeper brown 
tones to meaningful 

objects and art.



Settler Brown
R16.12

Enigmatic
L13.26

Bare Bones
R14.09

Flawless
L12.04

Settler Brown

TO G ET H E R N ES S

Warm neutrals in ivory, greige and browns create a 
cocooning palette, which has a restful and refined 

feel that teams perfectly with locally handcrafted and 
sourced objects and artwork.



Evening Eclipse

Wild Hawk

Submerge the senses with bolder contrast 
colours reflecting strength, resilience, 
optimism and our desire to reconnect.

New Beginnings

Colour Tip

Use a darker wall 
colour to frame and 
connect a diverse 

range of accessories 
and artworks.



Evening Eclipse
L13.19

Wild Hawk
L13.21

Gracie
R9.28

Shore Thing
R13.12

N EW  B EG I N N I N G S

Shore Thing

Darker blue and grey tones feel supportive and are 
uplifted by nostalgic tan tones, which when combined 

set the scene for our share culture and diversity.



Gramophone

Salsa Verde

Harvard Grey

Organic inspired greens and grey-greens 
embrace and connect us with nature.

Natural 
Connection



Gramophone
L12.23

Salsa Verde
L10.27

Harvard Grey
L13.13

Silver Flash
L13.09

N ATU R A L  CO N N ECT I O N

Colour Tip

Layering a tonal 
palette of greens and 
grey-greens creates 
a peaceful, soothing 
atmosphere and a 
deep connection 

with nature.

Salsa Verde

Harvard Grey

Creating a wellness-conscious environment is a key trend, 
and this palette creates a calm oasis embracing nature 

and blurring the line between indoor and outdoor living.
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Offers the simplicity of Paint & Primer in One

Interior products are low odour and low VOC

Easy to apply

Excellent durability

Superior stain resistance & washability

Mould and mildew resistant

Fast drying and easy clean up

CHANGE MADE EASY WITH 
PAINT & PRIMER IN ONE

CONTACT DETAILS
valsparpaint.nz
Phone: 0800 825 7727

All printed colours have been matched as close to the actual paint colour as the printing process 

will allow. Slight variations in shade may occur. Photographic and printed images may not  

represent the true colour. Collect a colour chip and sample pot to confirm your colour choice.

® Valspar and HYDROCHROMA are registered trademarks of Valspar Corporation, USA.

Issued by Hempel (Wattyl) New Zealand Limited NZBN: 942 904 073 3692. 4 - 14 Patiki Rd, Avondale, Auckland.

Valspar gives you total freedom of choice when it comes to colour with computer 
controlled auto tinting, using proprietary, water based HYDROCHROMA® tinters. 
This superior technology delivered in Valspar paint, ensures excellent coverage  
and rich, fade resistant colours.

Valspar is committed to ensuring you enjoy your colour selection, if you don’t  
love the Valspar colour you choose, we will happily replace if for free.
See valsparpaint.nz for details.
Note: Only applies to 4L purchases to a maximum of 2 X 4L.

Valspar stands by its product, offering a “Home Life Warranty” on Valspar exterior
paint products. Complete protection against cracking, flaking and peeling.
(See website for details)


